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Abstract 

An advanced map matching algorithm is proposed, which embeds the road topology 

inherently in a set of path candidates. Paths are treated and evaluated independently using 

multiple criteria, with paths being ranked and a best path chosen, which makes the algorithm 

reliable and robust in different scenarios. The algorithm is efficient in both accuracy and 

computational speed, making it suitable to use in the mass-market navigation devices 

throughout all road transport environments.  
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Introduction 

The horizontal positioning accuracy of current mass-market GNSS receivers is from 

approximately 5 m up to 100 m, and is highly influenced by the environments that can block 

signals and/or introduce multi-path errors. Digital maps contain errors due to digitization to 

polylines and representation of roads by centerlines. As a result, it is difficult to ensure that 

the direct footprint of the positioning data can be registered properly on a digital map. Map 

matching has thus been regarded as an indispensable process to correlate the digital map with 

the positioning records (including e.g. GNSS absolute positioning data, and/or dead 

reckoning (DR) relative positioning data) [1]. The matched location on the digital map is then 

used to topologically correct the travel route and associated road attributes and statistics 

shown to the driver [2].  

 

The earliest map matching approaches include point-to-point and point-to-curve 

matching [3,4], that snap individual recorded positions to the nearest road nodes or segments, 

based on a distance measurement. However, due to the dual uncertainty and inaccuracy 

involved in both the positioning records and the map road network, these approaches are 
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unreliable and error-prone. Urban areas with high road density, complex intersections, and 

highways with parallel or stacked roads are especially difficult to solve correctly. 

Improvements have been suggested in two trends. One trend is to introduce more measures in 

addition to the distance measurement. Heading is used the most [4,7]. The average distance 

travelled on the candidate road link is considered in [8]. Road attributes, such as turn 

restrictions, are also regarded as useful information to filter unqualified road links [10]. 

Another trend of improving map matching quality is to incorporate road network topology to 

maintain the map matched results topological integrity. In other words, road candidates should 

only contain those roads that are reachable from the previously matched locations. The 

topology relations, especially road connectivity, have been used to either eliminate 

unreachable candidates [11] or to increase the hypothesis of certain candidates at ambiguous 

intersections [5,12,13]. The performance is sensitive to the selection of the initial match; a 

transient matching error can lead to successive mismatches. Additionally, once there are 

interruptions in the positioning data stream, such as those caused by tunnels, tree canopy, or a 

deep urban canyon, the road connectivity is lost and requires a fresh initialization [11]. This 

paper utilizes and extends both trends: (1) it makes full use of input information by equally 

fusing them to a single likelihood by belief fusion [1], allowing easily merging additional data 

in the future, such as route data and camera image analysis results; (2) the road topology is 

inherently embedded in the candidate pool, assuring that close, but unconnected paths are 

excluded naturally. Path candidates are treated independently and completely define the 

working set of the map matcher. Strategies on how to expand and prune paths are also 

introduced, with special treatments to maintain the road connectivity during input 

interruptions.  

 

Instead of using the point-to-point or point-to-curve matching, this paper utilizes 

curve-to-curve matching by connecting multiple positioning points to form piece-wise linear 

curves and match them against the road network curves. Curve-to-curve matching [2,4,5] is 

more precise since it eliminates the possibility of mismatch by a single input outlier, but it 

requires more expensive computation and its accuracy is limited by the dual positioning and 

map errors. In GNSS-denied environments like tunnels, either positioning inputs are not 

available at all or one can only rely on the shifted dead reckoning (DR) relative 

positioning [6]. In these situations, it is difficult to match the drifted DR trace to the correct 

road even using curve-to-curve matching. The DR drift can add up to hundreds of meters in 

just a few minutes. Some solutions combine map matching and positioning in a feedback loop 

to correct the drift incrementally [6,14], which in turn influences the following matches. 

However, a wrong map matched location in such coupling will consequentially lead to wrong 

drift correction and eventually a matching blunder. This paper proposes a unique path 

propagation step to isolate the shift from the normal error, allowing the curve-to-curve 

matching to work properly. It is a crucial procedure to offer reliable matching for a low 
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quality map and in a GNSS-denied environment. The map matching algorithm is designed to 

be scalable and modular. In addition to the path propagation module, other important modules 

in the algorithm include multi-criteria scoring and ranking, and eventually choosing the best 

path. The algorithm is efficient in both accuracy and computational speed, offering flexibility 

in all transport environments. 

 

Overall Architecture  

The map matching algorithm is designed to be scalable and modular. It utilizes the 

curve-to-curve matching concept from the history of positioning trajectory to all possible 

different paths. Candidate paths are defined as all possible ways to traverse the map, passing 

from one node to another or one road segment to another, and as such, are ordered sequences 

of road segments. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the overall map matching architecture, which consists of two separate 

layers: the input processing and the map matching algorithm. The input processing layer is 

responsible for accepting positioning input, sanitizing it, and detecting special driving 

conditions such as big input gaps, driving in reverse, U-turns and tunnels. The map matching 

algorithm layer is responsible for constructing the path candidate pool, evaluating the match 

of the input trajectory against the candidates, and maintaining the path matching results by 

logically ranking paths and minimizing jumps between paths. Special driving conditions are 

handled separately at the beginning of the map matching algorithm. When a special maneuver 

is detected, the path candidate pool is analysed and prepared by properly constructing and 

expanding candidates. The rest of the algorithm, starting from the path propagation, never 

processes special maneuvers. 

 

Path propagation optimizes the offset between the input trace and each individual path. It 

borrows the concept of “propagation” from the Kalman filter: the map matcher updates the 

best position along each path epoch by epoch to maintain the best shape similarity while 

compensating for offset. Due to the offset removal, the followed matching steps will be valid 

even with a big input drift as in the DR tunnel cases. Position matcher and heading matcher 

attempt to find the best possible match based on their own measurement, and may therefore 

end up propagating to different positions along the path. A certain heuristic is thus applied 

afterwards to select a single best position on each path, as the expected output of the 

algorithm is a single map-matched position. After that, paths are scored by different matchers, 

including the position matcher, the heading matcher, the distance travelled matcher and the 

speed limit matcher. More matchers can be considered if more input information is available. 

Scores are obtained based on curve-to-curve matching. Multi-matcher scores are combined to 

produce a single likelihood for each path. Then, paths are ranked for the best path selection. 

Due to the dual uncertainty and inaccuracy in both the positioning records and the map data,  
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Figure 1 – Map matching overall architecture 

the best ranking path might ultimately turn out to be incorrect. A decision maker is designed 

to minimize jumps between paths. Finally, a separate point-to-curve method is implemented 

as a last resort to find new matching candidates if none of the paths are found to be close to 

the input trace. 

 

Path Candidate Pool Based on Road Topology 

Path expansion 

Path candidates are initialized as individual road segments, which are close enough to the first 

positioning input sample in both distance and heading, bound by input accuracy in an 

enclosing rectangle. As new positioning data samples are received, paths are expanded 

forward from the path heads to connected road links. Whenever an intersection is reached, the 

path candidate is copied so that the different expansions with the newly added road segments 

can be accommodated. The copied paths are treated independently by the rest of the algorithm. 

The new segments can be called “child segments,” while the previous segments before the 

branching point are the common ancestors of all the branching paths. 
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To avoid the number of path candidates growing exponentially, the path expansion for each 

candidate is only triggered when the previously best matched location on that path is close to 

the path head and the new input can be potentially matched beyond the path. Paths are never 

expanded backward, along the same road segments from which they arrive. Paths are also not 

expanded against traffic flow to clearly forbidden roads, such as highways. Common driving 

habits require path expansion against the direction of traffic on normal one-way roads. 

    

Candidate management 

Candidate management is necessary to reduce the path candidate pool size while preserving 

well-matching candidates. Reducing the pool size includes two steps: aggressively pruning 

the unused path tail on each path to make the path shorter as the positioning input progresses; 

and discarding incorrect paths from the candidate pool. Paths are tracked independently. A 

less likely path might ultimately turn out to be the correct one. Discarding of incorrect paths 

should therefore be conservative to avoid mistakes. The algorithm evaluates the following 

properties to discard paths. The first one is the offset from the positioning input to the 

matched location. If this distance significantly exceeds the input horizontal accuracy, the path 

is discarded. The accuracy must be used conservatively; otherwise the drift caused by a DR 

positioning solution may cause paths to be mistakenly discarded. Secondly, paths with bad 

score ratios relative to the best score are discarded. The algorithm uses the score ratio instead 

of the score itself since absolute scores vary in different scenarios. For example, bad scores 

appear in deep urban canyons with GNSS signal blockage, while good scores occur on open 

highways. Thirdly, it is crucial to keep all paths unique, in the sense that any two paths, 

looking backwards for a certain distance, do not overlap exactly. Paths that overlap with a 

higher ranking path will be discarded. Overlap situations usually occur when paths are 

expanded through a branch, and later merge in a following intersection. 

 

The candidate pool size must be kept within a feasible computational region for real-time 

mass-market devices. Figure 2 gives an example of the path candidate pool size changes when 

a car drives in a dense urban canyon in Amsterdam. As shown, the algorithm has great control 

over the candidate size thanks to proper candidate management strategy and proper path 

expansion. 

 

Maintain road connectivity in special situations 

U-turns are processed early in the map matching process when the input trace is detected to be 

a U-turn shape. New paths with opposite directions are added to the candidate pool in addition 

to the original paths. This ensures that the map matching can work continuously in special 

road shapes such as hairpin turns or roundabouts, or if a special input trace has been mistaken 

for a U-turn. Map matching treats both groups of candidates equally. Poorly matching paths 

will be found by scoring and ranking, and eventually discarded. 
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Figure 2 – Map matching in Amsterdam urban canyon. (a) Map matching 

results: red and black dots represent positioning trace and map matched 

locations, respectively. (b) Number of path candidates along the trip  

 

Tunnels are another special situation, since GNSS signals are generally completely blocked. 

The question is how to maintain the road connectivity until the GNSS fixes are reacquired? 

Whenever there is a GNSS outage, it is possible to follow the roads marked as tunnels in the 

map, and expand only the paths that reach tunnel exits. In this way, the path expansion is 

correctly prepared for the first reacquired GNSS fix, which can then be captured at the tunnel 

exit and continually matched to the path. Figure 3 illustrates this situation. Paths are expanded 

towards all tunnel exits during the GNSS outage, while waiting for the first reacquired GNSS 

fix to be confirmed. 

 

Path Propagation 

During the map matching update, each matcher on each candidate path is first propagated 

forward with the new positioning input, producing an estimate of the correct place along the 

paths, where the input is expected to match. 

 

Because both the digital map and the input trace might be shifted, it is impossible to always 

obtain a correct curve-to-curve match without compensating for horizontal position shift. For 

the position matcher, the best matched position along the path should be defined as the 

position that minimizes the curve dissimilarity after enumerating all possible shifts. However, 

the curve dissimilarity, represented by score, is nonlinear and expensive to optimize. A 

compromise is thus made in the map matching algorithm to propagate the shift in the path 
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Figure 3 – Tunnel path expansion during the GNSS outage. Paths are represented 

by different colours, GNSS trace with red stars (bottom right).  

 

propagation module before scoring. The initial shift is simply assumed to be the cross-track 

offset between the first input sample and the path curve. As inputs progress, the input trace is 

adjusted by the previous offset before calculating the new cross-track error, which is then used 

to update a new offset. Therefore, the offset is accumulated epoch by epoch, which is 

computationally efficient. It is worth to mention that a cross-track offset before a turn 

becomes an along-track error after the turn. In order to compensate the along-track error, 

offset optimization is proposed. It backward propagates the translated input trace along the 

path and (weighted) averages the obtained variety of offsets for an offset correction. Offset 

optimization guarantees a better shape-based match to the path, but it is relatively expensive 

and is therefore only executed under certain conditions, e.g. after turns. 

 

Like the position matcher, the heading matcher also processes two-dimensional data, 

consisting of accumulated travelled distance and heading. The road geometry is represented 

by the accumulated path length and the road segment heading in the heading matcher. The 

input trace is represented by the input distance travelled and the input heading. The 

curve-to-curve matching then measures the discrepancy of these two (stair) step-like turning 

functions. Notice that the accumulated distance along the path often differs from the true 

distance driven, due to the simplified map and/or the absence of road width information. For 

example, a corner that is made up of several successive road segments is usually longer than 

the actual distance that a driver will travel, while changing lanes along a wide straight road 

results in a longer input distance travelled than the road segment accumulation. This can be 

compensated in the heading matcher path propagation. Offset optimization is also 

implemented to minimize the discrepancy of two turning functions, and also to prevent the 
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heading matcher from skipping over problematic turns along the path when the distance 

travelled increases. 

      

Path propagation not only optimizes the offset, but also produces an estimate for the best 

matched location. Some matchers, such as a speed limit matcher and a distance travelled 

matcher, do not have enough information to estimate a best matching position from their 

inputs and may skip the path propagation step and rely on the resulting matched location from 

other matchers. 

 

Path propagation is essential to assure valid matching with a big drift in GNSS-denied 

environments. For example, Figure 4 depicts a tunnel case where, despite the DR input trace 

having drifted by more than 500 meters near to the tunnel exit, it is still well matched to the 

correct path both before and after the exit. 

 

Path Scoring and Multi-Matcher Fusion 

The position matcher utilizes the summed norm as the score, while the heading matcher treats 

the area of the summed-up rectangles between two tuning functions as score. They are 

relatively simple ways to quantitatively measure the curve-to-curve mismatch. Another 

matcher could be added for altitude changes. Other matchers such as the distance travelled 

matcher and the speed-limit matcher are based on the resultant best matched location after the 

path propagation to further confirm or deny the result on each path. As more measures are  

 

 

Figure 4 – Map matching from the drifted DR positioning trace to the tunnel 

path. Red and black dots represent the input trace and the matched locations, 

respectively 
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involved in the matching process, multi-criteria fusion is used in the algorithm, independently 

for each path, to distinguish the conflict between different criteria and to estimate the 

likelihood that the path is the correct one. Belief theory, also called Dempster-Shafer 

theory [7,9], is chosen for the multi-criteria fusion over other probability theories such as 

hidden Markov chain [10], fuzzy logic [8], and Kalman filter [9] because it can work even if 

the source of the belief values is not completely defined. Additionally, the Dempster 

combination rule is purely a cumulative operation, which makes it easy to expand and 

computationally inexpensive. 

 

Path Ranking and Decision Maker 

Path ranking and decision maker modules select the best matching path among all path 

candidates. Due to the separation of the path propagation and the path scoring, the 

information used to select the best path includes the offset between two curved traces and the 

belief likelihood that the path is the correct one. They are two different matching indicators. 

The offset is the vector to shift the input trace and therefore represents the input or map bias, 

while the likelihood is a quantitative index between 0 and 1 to represent curve-to-curve shape 

mismatch. Neither of them is truly reliable. For example, likelihood does not distinguish two 

parallel roads as they have the same geometric shape and equally match the input trace. In this 

case, offset will play an important role. On the other hand, offset cannot solely judge the 

match. In the DR tunnel case, the offset will continually increase due to the DR drift and the 

algorithm has to rely on the shape-based likelihood. 

 

Path ranking merges these two matching indicators in a layered design. First, it classifies all 

path candidates into two groups based on the offset, and then continues to sub-classify the 

group with a better offset into sub-groups based on the likelihood. Within each group, paths 

are further ranked in the descending order by the likelihood. Ranking produces the best 

matched path for the current input. However, it does not prevent jumping between paths when 

the best matched path varies from one sample to the next. The decision maker is then used to 

minimize jumps; it compares the current best ranked path against the previous best for a 

decision either to jump to the new best or to continue using the previous one.  

 

Conclusions  

This paper introduces an advanced topological map matching algorithm. It fully utilizes the 

road topology and restrictions to construct and maintain a pool of possible path candidates, 

which are used to match against the positioning input trace. The algorithm is scalable and 

designed to be modular, consisting of path expansion, path propagation, best position on path 

selection, path scoring, multi-matcher fusion, path ranking, and decision maker modules. 

Special situations such as U-turns, tunnels, and driving in reverse are handled separately to 
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prepare correct path candidates for the map matching algorithm. Since topological integrity is 

maintained inherently in the path candidate pool, solving many difficult situations such as 

parallel roads and roundabouts becomes a positive side-effect. 

 

The map matching algorithm in this paper treats partial curve-to-curve matching discrepancy 

as either the map error due to road centerline simplification or the positioning input bias due 

to drift. These discrepancies are further eliminated from the path scoring for the best path 

selection, resulting in a better shape matching. The algorithm also uses full input information 

such as position, heading, distance travelled and speed limit as multiple criteria in path 

scoring, leading to more reliable performance and lower latency. The algorithm has a good 

balance between matching accuracy and computational speed, and is suitable to use in 

mass-market navigation devices. 
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